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Abstract. I I this note we study the relationship between [a,b ] -compactness in the s~~fpse’ Df 
open covexs, a d [a, b ] compactness in the sense of complete accurlaulation points. 
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1. Introduction and known results 
ThrouIghout this paper, Q ,6 and nt denote cardinal numbers with Q 
and b infinite and Q <, b . The set of all carding). numbers TII such, that 
Q <, III 5 b is designated by [ a, b ] , and [u ) - f designates all cardinal 
numbers III such that ni 2 Q . The Gardinality of a sst k4 is denoted by 
IA I, and ordinal numbers are denoted by a, p and CL 
The theory of [ a, b ] -compact&s go lves a unified approach to the 
important notions of compactness, th: I.,indele)f property, cozmtable 
compactness, and subsets having complete accumulati~un points. (For 
further details, see [ 1, 3, 13, 1 S].> Acl;:ordisrg tlo Alexamdroff and Urysohn 
[3], a topological space X is [a, b ]-cmqxxt in the smzse of ~ompiet~?~ . 
~~u~nwlation poiNs if every subset M of X whose c;~dinality is a 
regular cardinal i 7 [a, b ] has a complete accumulatiron psint; i, 
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point p E X N~II that for every : ,eighborhood U of p, I U n MI =: IMI. 
For convenience, we shorten thk.; terminologr to [ a, 1 ] -compact’. The 
superscript r is: a rem.inder of the restriction to regular cardinals. A topo- 
logical space X k [Q , =] -com4pacts if it is [ a, 6 ] compact’ for every 
6 2 Q . The followin,g theorem plays a fundamental role in the theory 
of [ a, b ] -compactness. 
Theorem 1 ,l ( Alexairdroff-Urysohn [ 31.) A topological space X is 
[ Q 5 b ] -compar:tr if and only if every open cover of X whose cardinality 
is a regular cardinal in [ a, 6 ] has a subcovc?r of smalier cardinality. 
This characterization for [a, 6 ] -compact’ spaces uggests the follow- 
kg definitions, first introduced by Smirnov [ 131. PI, topological space 
X is [ G, b ] -compact in the sense of open covers (hereafter abbrevkted 
to ‘&[ Q , b ] -compact”) if every open cizover U of X with I U 16 6 has a sub- 
cover of cardinality < Q . The notion of [a, +comp4ct is defined as 
above. Note that [No, -1 -compact isI the same as compact, [ H o 9 H o ] - 
compact is countably compact, and [ F 1 , -1 -compact is. the Lindeliif 
property. 
In light of the importance of the theory of open covers in general 
topology, it seems now that the notion of [u , b ] -compactness is of 
more Anterest than that of [a ,6 ] -compactnessr. Nevertheless, the con- 
nection between the two types of [a ‘, b ] -compactness is of fundamental 
importance. 
It easily follows from Theorem 1.1 that every [ a, 6 ] -co:mpact space 
is f a, b I -compact*. The two concepts are not, however, the ;alae in 
general. For examp e, a discrete space X whose cardinality Q is singular 
is [a, =] -compacl.’ but not [a, ~1 -compact. To sh.ow that the two 
types of [a ,6 1 -compactness are different when a is a regular cardinal 
is more difficult. In 1962, MiSbenko [ 4 23 constructed aspace Ii * which 
is Ml, =I -compact1 but not [H 1, -1 -compact. Sufficient conditions 
for the equivakce of the two typts of [Q, b ] -co,~lpactness are sum- 
marized in the following theorem. 
eorem 2. An [ Q , 6 ] -compact’ space X is [ a 9 6 1 -compact if any one 
of the following co,rrdi&ions holds: 
(0 (AlexandrofC-Uysohn [ 33 ) a = H 0 ; 
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(ii) (How-es [IO]) a = K,, !I = 06~ am-l X & coun~tably metucompacl 
(i.e., cvti?yv countable ofpen CC ver has a poiWj%tite open refi’Pzemer;M): 
(iii) (Miscr=nko [ 121) Q is reguhw, and X has the property that few 
every open cover U of X thme i’s 4 clmxi! cover f = (FU : U E U 11 such 
that Fu C Ufor all 0 E II. 
In this paper we continue the study ofthe relationship between the 
two types of [u , b ] -comp?ctness. In Section 2 we show that the tech- 
nique used by MiSCenko to csnstruct his spac;e IX * can be used to show 
that for ever& uncountable, regular cardinal a there is a space R “(a ) 
which is [a, -3 -compactr but not [a 3 cm] -compact, In Section 3 we give 
a sGGcient condition for the equivalence of [ +, 6 ] -cQmpactness” and 
[a, b ] -compactness in the case wtlere Q is regular, As corolllaries of this 
result (Theorem 3.6) we obtain the theorems by Alexandroff-Urysohn, 
Howes and MiEenko stated in meorem 1.2. We also Dbtain, for regular 
space: a necessary and sufficient condition for the equivalence of’ [ 0, co] - 
cornpi ctness and [a , co] -cOmpactness* Iprovided Q is a regular cardinal. 
Finally, in Section d we give a characterization of [ a b b ] -compactness’ 
which leads to a generalization of a thizorem due to Zenor [ 171 and a 
new necessary and sufficient condition. for a count:,bly compact space 
to be compact. 
2. Mi,&enko’s example extended 
* 
In this section wexonstruct, for each uncountable carcIina1 a, a 
space R “(a) which. is [a, =] -coinpact’ but not [a, -3 -compact. Tile 
method of construe on for a regular is due to MirSCenko [ 123, and gives 
MiStenko’s pace R ’ when Q = K 1 _ Our piroof tha!t he space Ji ‘(a) is 
[a, =] -compactr is somewhat simpler than MiStienko’s, and therefore we 
include it here. 
Recall [ 91 that a space X is ttt-boldnded if for evr v subset Y of X 
with 1 Yi 5 tn there exists a compact subset K of /II which contains Y. 
By the Tychonsff product theorem, any product of na-bounded spaces 
is again m-bounded. (see [ 93 ). Moreover, it follows from The:orem 1.2(i) 
that every III -bounded space is [No, m ] -compact. (For an alttxnate prooCl(‘ 
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see [ 93 ,,) Finally, ate need the easily proved fact that if F is a countable 
cover of a topological space X, each element of whicn is [No, 
pad, then X is f H 1 ,ut 3 -compact. (This is a special c<ase of a r 
to Gaal [ 7]*) 
‘Iheorm 2J. Let o’ be an uncountable cardinal. Thar there exists a space 
which is [a, = ] conzpuct= but not [a ,-I -compact. 
proof. If a is a singular cardinal, we need only take a discrete space of 
cardinality 0. If a is regular, let 
% 
=Q, 
u%l~l 3’ =(J+ n = 1,2, . ..) 
Thus Q, is the’!%& singular cardinal greater than n. Let 
R = fi [O,u,] . 
n=l 
il-Icre [O, aP;, 1 denotes the set of all ordinals less than or equal to Q, with 
the order tcpology.) The desired space will be a subspace of R. For 
!k =-= 1,2, . ..% 2et 
x, == fI [O,,l,] x i7 [O,a,). 
n=l n=k+l 
%ce each factor in the product space Rk is ak-bounde , it follows that 
.&!k is %-bounded and therefore [N o, o&compact. The desired space is 
R*(G) = ; Rk. 
Ec=1 
see that R “(Q) ip [a, - ] -compact’, first observe that R *(a) has a base 
of cardinality 5 a,, , and so R”(a) is [a,, *j compact*. Next, for 
n = 1, 2, l ... 
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and since each R, is f H o, an ] -compact, it follows that R’(u) i% [ .scC; d , a, 1 a 
compact. Thus R’ *(a) is [N 1, Q, ] -compact’, and so we conclude that 
R”(a) is [a, =] -compactr. That 41 “(a) fails to be [a, =]I -compact fol- 
lows as in MiBEenko’s proof. 
Corollary 2.2. Let a be an uncountable curd;inul. The ir,ltervurl fa, b ] o;f 
wrdinal numbers contains a singular cardinal if and m$ if there is a 
space which is [Q, b ]-cmnp~ct~ but not [ a, i, ]-compact. 
3. The condition I( a ) 
in this sec>ion we give a sufficient Gondition for the equivalence of 
~1 !C two types of [G, 6 1 -compactness when QI is regular. This condli.tion,, 
called I(a), is partly m&iva,ted by Theorem 3.1 below. Before stating 
this theorem, we nel:d some deEni;!ons. Let X be a set,, let U be a col- 
lection of subsets of X. For p f X, the order rsf p with lres,oect to U, de- 
noted ord@, U), is the cardinal number of the set 
Next suppose that U is indexed by a set A which is linearly lDrderlt=d by 5. 
We say that U. is increasing (respectively decreasing) if for a’J s, t E A 
with s 5 t, U, SE 0” (respectively, U, C_ U’). Now consider t!le fohowing 
conditions for a topolo@cal space0 .X and a cardinal number r~. 
A( 111) Given any increasing open cover .[ Ucy : 0 I(, a a< m ) of X,, 
there is an increasing closed cover (F, : 0 <, CY < III ) of .X 
with & C Ua for all or. 4:: m . 
B( 111) Given any decreasing closed collection (F, : 0 5 QI < III :I in X 
= Q), there is a decreasing open I;ollection 
{U,:OIol<m}withF, (r lJa /Ior al.1 a SUC!I that 
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wo Every open cover oi X of cardinality 5 ut has an open refine- 
ment V such that for each point p E XI, ord( p, V ) < I:1 . 
Thearam 3.1. Let m be a~ infinite cardinal. Fo:* a tupologicaZ space X, 
the conditions A(m) card B(m) are equiwknt, and A(m) implies C(m). 
Moreover, if m is regula-q then A(m) and C(m) are equivaknt. 
Proof. Clearly A( nt ) and B( ~1) are equivalent. To prove that A( ~1) im- 
plies C( m), le?z G be an ope9 cover of X with I G I 5 nt . We may assume 
that 1 G I = m t an;! so G = {G, : 0 <, ar < m ). For each (Y < m , let 
4= qK, p* G Then (L’, : 0 L a < u’t } is an increasing open cover of X, 
so tr d A( ni) there is an increasing closed cover (& : 0 5 a < m } of Y 
with &‘a E Ubl for all at < tn. For each ar < 111 let va = G, -- Far and b:t 
V = { & : 0 5 a < tn }. Then V is an open refinement of G such th:lt 
ord@, V)< nt forallp&K 
Now assume that m is regular, and let us show that C(m) implies 
A( ttt). Let 61 = (& : 0 < cy < m } be an increasing open cover of X. By 
C(m), there is an open refinement V Gf U such that for each point 
pEX,oid(p, V)<m.Foreachcr< m&t 
I 
(if= (W,: O<,a< m). 
It is exy to check that U is an open cover of X with W, 11 UQ for all 
ar < m , and ord (p, W) < m for all p E X. For each Al C nt let 
Then F = {F, : 0 <, a < m} is an increaaiing closed collection in X with 
_Fcl ! Uy for all QC < III . That F covers X follows from the regularity of 
111 and the fact that ord (p, W) < m for each p E X. 
mark 3.2. The equivalence of B( H o) and C( H o) gives a characteriza- 
tion of countable metacompactness due to Ishikawa [ 111. 
ebition 3.3, A topological space X is said to satisfy I(a) (I denotes 
“increasing”) if for every increasing open cover U = 1 0 <_ of c= lH } 
of II.’ with KI < af , there is a closled refinement f of U w IFlla* 
emark 3.4. II; T1tedorer-n 5.6 below we shag that for a regukr, *every 
topolDgica1 space which is [O , 6 ] -compactf and 5 atisfies I(a) is [rt $6 3 - 
mpact. Now every topological space satisfies I(8 O ), and in light of 
eorem 3.1, countably metacompact spa; es satislr”y I(k4 f ). Moreover, 
every topological space which has the property stated in Theorem 1.2(iii) 
satisfies I( o ) for every cardinal a. Thus all of the results in Theorem 1.2 
follow from Theorem 3.6. It should also be noted that every topological 
space which is subparacompact, or in which every chased set i.s a G, , 
satisfies I( Q ) for every cardinal a. 
Lemma 3.5. Let X be a topological space? satisfying I($), kct (.v & an 
open cover of X indexed by a linearly ordered slet B with iB I < (1, and 
assume that W is irrreasing. Then there is a c?osed rejkement F of W 
with IFI <,a. 
Proof. The proof uses these two facts: 
( 1) every linearly ordered set 9s a well-ordered cofinal subse:*t; 
(2) for every limit ordinal o there is a cardinal number ITI <= o’ which 
is cofinal with fz. 
Theorem 3.6. Let Q be regular. If X is [a, 6 ] -compacP and sati$es I(a), 
then X is [a, b ] -compact. 
Prrai. Suppose not,. Then there is an open cover 61 of X of leasfi eardinal- 
ity rtl wieh Q <, nt C, b such tha.t no subcollection of U of cardinality < Q 
covers X. Note that the followkg conditions hold: 
( 1) every open cover V of X ivith I V I < m has a subcover of cardinal- 
ity<a; 
(2) cd has no subcover of cardinality strictly less than III . 
First we see that rrl is a singular zxrdinal. This follows from (2), the 
hypothesis that X is [(t, b ] -compact*, and Theorem 1.1. Note that, 
c”nce a is regular, a < m ._ 
Let U = ( Ua : 0 4 ~1< w ) . Stilce 111 iS singular, there is a cufinal swb- 
set A of m such that lAl< m r For each ordinal o in A, llet 
W~=u(U~:o <a<o).Then {I+$: oEA}isanopencovero:fXof 
cardinality < m , so by ( 1) there is a subset B of A &ith I Bl < Q such that 
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&I = {?Vo : 0 E B) cove..3 X By Lemma 3.5, there is a closed refiiement f 
of W with IFI 5~. 
For each 0 E B, let 
I 
f, = (F: FE F,Fc 
For each FE F, , (U. : 0 5 a < o) together with X-4’ is ?n open cover 
of X of cardinality < 111 p so by (1) there is a subset C(o, ,q of c~ with 
;@(lcr, F)I < a such that { &: ar E C(& 0) covers F. Let 
4T ==U(C@,F): FE f,). 
Then@,II(_aand {&: a E D, } covers U F, . Finai’ry, let 
Then { Uol: Q E D } is 8 subcollection of U of cardinality < m which 
covexs X. This contradicts (2), and the proof is complete. 
Remsrk 3.7. A space which is [a, 6 l-compact need not %isfy I(a). For 
example , MiScenko’s pace R * is [H !., H 1 ] -compact but does not satisfy 
I(H 1 11. On the other hand, it is easy tb prove that a regular space which 
is [ti, -1 -compact does satisfy I(a). This fact, when combined with 
Thesrem 3.6, yields the following result. 
Coroilhy 3.8. Let X be a regular space. 
pact if and ody if it is [a, = ] -compact’ 
For a regular, X is [a, * ] -com- 
apzd satisfies I( a). 
4. A charac4erization f [a, 6 ] -compactned 
According to Zenor [ 2.71, a topological space is said to have property 
8 if given any well-ordered cixeasing closed collection (l;; : t E A ) 
such that il.& = 8, there is a decreasing open collection ( iVl : t E A } 
with .F* C_ vt for all t E A such that hb og = @. Note that property 8 im- 
plies &I) for all tn ) and thus implies conditions C(m) and I(W) fpr ttt 
infinjte. Zenor [ 171 proved that a regular, H 1-compact T1 space which 
has plroperty 8 is LindeGX. In this section we give a characterization of
[a3 6 ] -compactness* which, when combined with Theorem 3.6, gives 
a generalization of &nor’s result. We begin with a definition which is 
motkted in part by condition C( rn) and Aull’s recent gererdlization 
of &refii,rability which he calls S&refinability [ 61. 
efinition 4.1. A topological space X is said to be [a, 6 ] +qflnabZe* if 
for every open cover U of X such that a 5 1 U I<, 6 and 1 tl\ = nt is re- 
gular, there is a collection {W,: t E A ) of open refinements of U with 
/LA-/ < HI such that for each point p E X, ord@, W,) < m It’or some t E A. 
Note that, since plroperty B implies C( in ) for m infinite: it impdies 
[a, 6 1 -refinable” for all a, 6. The notion of [a, =] -refinable* is defined 
as expected. 
The next definition is 3 anatural extension of the concept of an. M 1 - 
compact T, space. 
Definition 4 2. A topological space X has the n-BW puope,vty (B’IY = 
Solzano-Weierstrass) if every subset M of X with E iI4 I 2 a ha,s am wac- 
cumulation point; i.e., a point p E X such that for every neighborhood 
Uofp, I Ufl Ml ? MO. Note that every N, -compact Tt space has the 
H 1 -BW property, every countably compact space has the HO-BW property., 
and every [ Q., 6 ]-compactP space has the u-RW property when Q is regular. 
Theo rem 4.3. Let il be regular. A topo!ogicd space X is [a, 6 ] -ctmpact ’ 
if and ody if it is [a, 6 ] -re36nabirer andhas the a-BW property. 
Proof. We use Theorem 1. I to show that X is [a, b ] -compact*. Let U be 
an open cover of X with I dll = III , and assume that II f, TTI C, b and 111 is
regular. Let ( W’,: t E A ) be a collection of open refinements of Qtl with 
IA I < II! such thnt for each p E X, ord (p, W,) < m for some d E ,4. For 
eachtEA, let 
Yr = I:p: p E X , ord@, Wt) C ID ). 
Note&hat lJ{Y,: t&4)=X. Let 
E, = {M: M E Y,, p,q E M and p jt q impc:zs Q $: st(p,, w,)). 
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Then (Et, C) is a non-empty, inductive, partially ordered set, so by 
Zorn’s Lemma it has a maximal element, say Mt. Since X has the a -BW 
prcnperPy, IM,I <k-n. Let 
Since ut is regular, I Gt 1 < 111 . Finally, let 
G = U(G,: tml}. 
Again, IG I < m by the regularity of 111. That G covers X follows from 
the maximality of N,, t E A. Thus G is an op’sn refinement of U with 
IG J C ‘nt , from which it easily follows that U has a subcover of cardinal- 
ity < nt . The converse is clear, and so the proof is complete. 
Corolky 4.4. Let Q be regular, and let X be a regular space. Then X is 
[a, -]-compact if and o&y if it is [a, +refinabZes, has t’he a-BW 
property, and satisfies I(a ). 
Remark s4,5. The above corollary follows from Theorem 4.3 and Theo- 
rem 3.16. For a = H 1 we obtain a generalization of the result of Zenor _ 
mentiord above. 
Coroky 4.6. Let X be countably compact. If X is [N 1 9 = j -refirzabZef, 
then X is compact. In particulw, if X is either meta-Lindekjrf or 
thefimzble, then X is compact” 
Remark 3.7. One Cal, give a characterization of [a, It]-compactness 
similar to that given for [a, b ] -compactness* by introducing an analogue 
for [Q, b] -refinable” spaces as follows. A topological space X is [tip b ] - 
refinabZe if given any open cove1 CI of X with 1U 1L b, there is a collec- 
tion {IV,: t E A } of open refinelments of U with IAl < a such that for 
each point p E X, ordIp, W,) < a for some t E A, As usual, X is [n, =I- 
refinable if it is [a, 6 ] -refinable for evew 6 2 a. 
Kate that every meta-Lindeliif spruce an every &refinable space is 
IK ,-p ] -refinable. In fact, [ M l , -1 -:Tefinable is the same as F O-refinable 
in he sense of Au11 [ 61” 
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Theob:em 4.8 below c&n be proved using techniques similar to1 those 
used in the proof of Theorem 4.3. This was essentially done by Aull 
[ 63 for the special case of [H a y 001 -refinable spaces. 
eorem .$, Let a. be regukr. Then X is [a, 6 ] -conzpuct ijf and od,, if 
it is [a, b ] -refinable and has the a-BW property. 
Corollary 4.9. Let a be regular, let X be a topological space which is 
either O-refinable or meta-Lindeliif: If X has the rl-BW property :‘hen! 
X is [a,~+compaet. 
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